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ABSTRACT

Purpose: Our paper examines entrepreneurship education (EE) in Brazil and Scotland and unpacks convergent and divergent practices in Vocational Education (VE). We evaluate access to Entrepreneurship Education in VE and suggest how it might be advanced in Brazil.

Design/ methodology/ approach: The authors conducted an Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (IPA); interpretative analysis of interviewee experiences with twelve educationalists, in management and academic roles, from two Brazilian and two Scottish VE institutions, contextual findings inform advances.

The findings of this study: In Scotland, there is a well-defined entrepreneurial ecosystem where government policy and partners support and monitor provision of and accessibility to EE. In Brazil, government does not regulate policy provision of EE and there is no defined entrepreneurial ecosystem of partners. IPA enabled the authors to examine divergent entrepreneurial education provision and evaluate accessibility to EE in Brazil.

Research limitations/implications: Implications include ways to advance educational inclusivity and accessibility for VE students in Brazil and a call to address availability through policy is underpinned by empirical data. Contextual characteristics of the study might be considered limiting but address a broad call to contribute to EE in VE settings.

Practical implications: The findings of this study equip educationalists with new knowledge about advancing EE provision and delivery in VE, which in turn supports inclusivity.

Originality/value: We contribute directly to an agenda that will create impact for young Brazilians through accessible entrepreneurship education models, that place entrepreneurship education in VE at the forefront of social change in Brazil.
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Introduction
From Primary to Professional Learning Communities (PLC’s), Enterprise and Entrepreneurship Education (EEE) appears fruitful as a focus of study by researchers. Notably, different levels of education receive different levels of attention from researchers and policy makers, and Vocational Education (VE) is known to attract less attention than others (Liguori et al., 2019). The guest editorial in JSBED, Liguori et al., (2019), invites scholars to broaden their thinking and consider further context based educational seams that exist beyond the traditional domains of EE programs in Higher Education. Liguori et al., (2019) describe VE as a void in our EE
knowledge, a neglected population yet one that includes vast numbers of students who create business and enter the workplace not fully prepared with enterprise or entrepreneurship skills or mind-sets. Vocational Education (VE) contributes to national economies and encourages students to apply enterprise skills in the labour market, whether as employees or new businesses owners (Brunetti and Corsini, 2019), and as an under researched domain of EE, VE is without doubt a fruitful area of EE research.

Accessibility to EE in VE has never been more relevant, according to the British Council (2017, s.p.), ‘growing youth populations, coupled with rising youth unemployment in many countries, is putting greater emphasis on job creation and enterprising behaviour within employment.’ Moreover, access to innovation and entrepreneurship programs are influencing workplaces and changing how businesses operate and contribute to economic development (Medeiros et al., 2020). As a result, it is possible to observe an ever-increasing interest from government and educational authorities from across the world to find ways of embedding and creating access to EE in VE. Equipping students with EE skills and mind-sets from all educational backgrounds and encouraging career aspirations, is fundamental in what is now a complex and dynamic labour market.

Brazil is no exception among the nations that acknowledge the key role of EE in VE as a way of increasing the employment prospects of its youth population. Yet despite the socio-economic challenges facing Brazilians students there is a high demand for entrepreneurship education at different levels of educational institution. Lima et al., (2015), conducted a study to identifies challenges and opportunities for enhancing higher education in entrepreneurship; in Brazil, the results shows us that around 50% of students declared an entrepreneurial intention and demonstrates a demand for entrepreneurship education at universities and colleges. Such positive attitudes towards entrepreneurial destinations, these Brazilian students suggest there is an overwhelming appetite for more than just business planning courses. Lima et al., (2015) call for contextualised studies and deeper examination of the Brazilian entrepreneur. Social initiatives like SEBRAE (Brazilian Micro-Enterprise and Small Business Support Service – a quasi-government agency similar to the American Small Business Administration) offer Brazilians, a wide range of free-online courses on entrepreneurship. However, in relation to formal education, there remains that notable gap in accessibility of entrepreneurship training at all levels, especially in primary, secondary and in vocational education (Liguori et al., 2019; Torun and Tumen, 2019; Aamir, Atsan and Erdem, 2019). Data reveals that less than 10% of
Brazilian adults from 18 to 64 years old have had any entrepreneurship training (Zacharis, 2013). Moreover, according to Kuenzer (2006), the model of EE in VE being practiced in Brazil since the 1980’s, is not efficient in terms of placing students at high level positions in corporations. To this, Oliveira (2015) adds that inefficient or inexistent educational policies are directly linked to the low standard of public education in Brazil, resulting in the formation of a workforce only capable of adapting subjectively and technically to precarious jobs. Deitos and Lara (2016) affirm that the argument of formative deficiencies in the workforce, present in VE policies, is not being properly addressed, since only 20% of positions require higher levels of qualification in the productive sectors.

Scotland, on the other hand, has established the objective of being a ‘world-leading entrepreneurial and innovative nation’. To pursue this goal, the Scottish government implemented policy enabling a model where universities have a central role to play in EE, along with ‘public and private business support agencies, industry and a range of other actors’ (The Royal Society of Edinburgh, 2015). Sponsored by the Scottish Government, Scotland is attempting to shape and drive forward an effective and highly accessible entrepreneurial ecosystem supporting nascent entrepreneurs from an array of backgrounds with many levels of education (Scotland Can Do, 2021). The Can Do Initiative is shaped by government policy and regional partners, a co-ordinated effort of diverse support with a common goal of accessibility and inclusivity; according to Jung et al., (2017) regional efforts supported by government are an essential feature and characteristic of entrepreneurial ecosystems.

Nonetheless, Brazil and Scotland, two very different contexts; Welter’s (2011) framework highlights how Brazil and Scotland diverge in terms of geographic spatiality, political systems and socio-cultural dynamics. Examination of divergence and convergence is an interesting way to highlight practice and provision deficits and disparities and is fundamental to the methodological principles of Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (IPA). Scotland was chosen for this IPA study because researchers had direct access to essential EE networks and convincingly, Stam (2015) suggests that the quality of a regional EE ecosystem is a suitable test as an evaluation in determining the robustness of suitable study contexts and Cope (2005) details the power of phenomenology in entrepreneurship studies as a study method. Based on this rationale for contextual selection the study examines Entrepreneurial Education in Brazil using Scotland’s developed entrepreneurship ecosystem as an approach to address our research question - how might Brazil advance EE models and improve access to quality education? We
argue that there is lack of accessibility for Brazilians to experience entrepreneurship training particularly in the VE offerings, and subsequently less opportunities for individuals to gain higher level posts in Brazilian organisations. Access to knowledge and skill offers the most disadvantaged people in society opportunities to pursue better lives. This article contributes to an agenda that strives to improve opportunities for young Brazilians through better accessibility to EE. The following sections review literatures, firstly around theoretical underpinnings to EE and secondly, Brazil and Scotland highlighting contextually, educational infrastructure, and political, social and cultural influences.

**Theoretical Underpinning in Enterprise and Entrepreneurship Education**

Pedagogical thinking continues to emerge and although there is consensus that supports students’ need to learn in experiential and transformative ways (Neck and Corbett, 2018; QAA, 2018), there exists underdeveloped thinking in the basic philosophy of EE. Jones (2019) challenges educators to embrace a philosophy, ‘pedagogical signature’, in other words individuality should be the engine of EE; a philosophy of entrepreneurial agency and one that recognises the importance of inclusivity and accessibility for teachers and students. An approach Jones (2019) argues is a ‘potentially powerful tool’ and an enabling agency, but not prescriptive. Enterprise and Entrepreneurship Education (EEE) is one of the most effective ways of developing skills and creating an entrepreneurial and value-adding culture according to Rocha and Freitas (2014). The offer and availability of EE, nationally, is often policy driven in an attempt to stimulate economic and societal changes. Empowering people into value-adding activities, by creating new business, means an economy less dependent on fluctuations surrounding employment opportunities offered in the formal labour market (Lourenço, Taylor and Taylor, 2013; Rauch and Hulsink, 2015).

This study is particularly concerned with access to EE programs, by that we mean provision and the EE ecosystem that shapes implementation of innovative projects that enhance entrepreneurial skills in the workplace (Kozlinska, 2011; Vanevenhoven and Liguori, 2013; Agarwal, et al., 2020). Challenges regarding the implementation of EE in VE begins with an acknowledgement of the differing interpretations of definitions and concepts that appear to exist (Liguori et al., 2014). Conceptually, enterprise education and entrepreneurship education are underpinned by different pedagogies, expectations and outcomes (Katz 2003; Neck and Greene, 2011; Fayolle, 2013). Albeit they are often referred to as Enterprise and Entrepreneurship Education there are notable and relevant distinctions between the two. Therefore, definitional
clarity is indeed important for educators, students, learners and all other relevant stakeholders in relation to application, delivery and expected outcomes. In the first instance, Enterprise Education is competency based and focuses on skills development, closely related to outcomes and outputs that create employability capacity. Comparatively, Entrepreneurship Education builds mind-sets, configured towards value creation and the potentiality of new venture creation. Most recently, QAA (2018), the UK’s Higher Education Quality Assurance Agency (QAA) published working definitions for both concepts. Several decades ago, Gibb (1993) considered the two terms to be similar but recognised that use in different contexts results in the most obvious differences. For Kuratko (2005), entrepreneurship education is different from typical business education and given that business start-up and business management are different activities requiring different skills and mind-sets, then it is not an unsurprising conclusion. And in more recent times, Samwel-Mwasalwiba (2010) concurs that there is a conceptual difference between enterprise education and entrepreneurship education. Despite a rather prolonged and sometimes contested evolution, there is now a body of evidence that sets out a definitional consensus and creates academic legitimacy that EEE so desperately requires (QAA, 2018). Therefore, in relation to this study, the term entrepreneurial education (EE) is used to refer to initiatives and the broader application of teaching enterprise and entrepreneurship at the different levels of education.

Entrepreneurial education facilitates people’s acquisition of entrepreneurship abilities though development of attitudes, skills, behaviours and personal attributes that are highly valued in the labour market; such as creativity, willingness to take risks, commitment, willpower to create new business (Guven, 2013; Thanasi-Boçe, 2020). As discussed by Smith and Paton (2014), the purpose of EE goes far beyond knowledge acquisition and equips students with a wide range of emotional, social and practical skills. And EE aims to develop multiple societal dimensions (Kozlinska, 2011), such as employability and entrepreneurship, and the development of entrepreneurial abilities aimed at improving the prospects of everyone in society.

Empirical studies which feature EE in VE, deal with the pedagogical practices and necessary instruments that excite students to learn about an entrepreneurial vocation (Ishiguro, 2015; Thompson and Kwong, 2016). Embedding EE into VE encourages entrepreneurial behaviour in students (Onstenk, 2003) and provides socio-economic benefits for those pursuing an entrepreneurial career (Guven, 2013; Behling and Lenzi (2019), and those learning enterprise skills for application in vocational contexts (Hietanen and Jarvi, 2015). Liguori (2018), Neck
and Corbett (2018) and Kakouris and Liargovas, (2020), agree there has been notable growth in the number of EE studies which to a degree, they argue, is detrimental to the scholarship of EE that underpins what we actually ‘know’. EE is widely accepted in the academic community as an attractive area of study, however those studies are fragmented; mentoring clubs, entrepreneurship programmes, systematic reviews and broader pedagogical and learning methods as well as context (Gibb 1993; Gibb and Hannon 2006; Neck and Greene, 2011; Leitch et al., 2012; Fayolle, 2013; Duval-Couetil, 2013; Pittaway et al., 2015). Most recently Kakouris and Liargovas, (2020) focus on the complexity and scholarly foundations of EE highlighting distinct deficits that exist in modes of EE, but conclude there are four discrete modes, arguing that Vocational Education is taught through the ‘for’ mode, where individual and skills is the starting point of curriculum development with applied and experiential learning. It follows, there is scope to find out more about embedding EE in VE, specifically the role of human learning from a skills perspective and the experiential opportunities available in VE (Kolb, 1984; Minniti and Bygrave, 2001; Pittaway et al., 2015; Aamir et al., 2019; Grewe and Brahn, 2020; Moreira et al., 2020). As yet we do not fully understand the scholarly constructs that help us to know how EE is made accessible in a skills-based curriculum or how VE develops entrepreneurial learning through experiential opportunities, however we begin our examination in accordance with the principles of Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis, and specifically, sensitivity to context (Smith, 2011). The following section reviews literatures that examine infrastructure, political, cultural, economic and institutional influences in Brazil and Scotland.

**Study Context: EE Practices in Brazil and Scotland**

Historically, Ramos (2002) suggests a traditional position in the Brazilian labour market was grounded in identification of the type of qualification a worker possessed in order to undertake a particular job. Changes in the profile of workers and new ways of working only became more evident after the beginning of the globalization. In today’s workplace vocational qualifications according to Ramos (2002) would become hardly applicable without the processes and practices of EE, given that entrepreneurial skills means providing workers with tools for performing in a business environment of low operation predictability and high complexity. Data from IBGE [Brazilian Institute of Geography and Statistics] (2019) revealed that, in Brazil, 39.8% of enterprises continue to operate after 5 years. Regarding Brazilian education, the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD, 2015) reported that in the year of 2013 only 61% of young people aged from 25 to 34 years had finish high school. In
this age group, 76% were not studying. Of this 76%, 52% were working as employees in the formal labour market, and 20% of them were neither working nor studying.

Scotland, according to Office for National Statistics (2020) grew its economy 0.7% in 2019 (less than 1% of UK as a hole) and unemployment stands at 3.8% of the workforce (a positive rate when compared to Brazil’s 12.2% rate). Scotland has the third largest city in the UK, Glasgow, which has economic and political representation throughout the country, and has even lower unemployment rates (5.1%). In most cases the Scottish educational model is designed for students to finish secondary education at the age of 16-18. After that, to continue their studies, students can choose between further education (a type of ‘post-compulsory’ education similar to the Brazilian VE) and higher education, i.e. universities (Andrew et al., 2008; Husband and Jeffrey, 2016). In Scotland, about 90% of universities and colleges offer EE (McKeown et al., 2006). Data reveals that 78% of secondary school graduates access Scottish VE, and 55.7% of college graduates progress to higher education (SFC, 2016). Universities are considered important institutional actors and pillars in the system of innovation (Passaro, Quinto and Thomas, 2018). However, it is important to highlight that understanding the historical and economical context of different countries is extremely relevant to conducting any kind of IPA on EE (Oostembeek, Praag and Ijsselstein, 2010).

In contrast to Brazil, Scotland tracks and monitors EE for instance, quality assurance in Scottish Education (McCulloch and Tett, 1996); the growth of academic and governmental interest on small and medium-sized enterprises, recommending investments in vocational and entrepreneurial further education (Andrew et al., 2008; Matlay, 2009); the use of information and communication technologies (ICT) in VE and Further Education (FE), (Mills and Whittaker, 2001); research policies in Scottish VE and FE (Grant and Edgar, 2003); methods of entrepreneurial teaching (Hegarty, 2006; McKeown et al.; 2006); collaborative models for education and program development (Comrie, 2011) and strategies to modernise VE training systems (Pilz and Canning, 2017). The challenges for Scottish VE institutions, according to Andrew et al., (2008), reside in monitoring industry changes, given that courses need to remain accessible and effective both in terms of training the workforce, value for money and assisting adult students who need training for dynamic labour markets. Markedly, Brazil VE attracts frequent discussion, especially by Ramos (2002), Kuenzer (2003, 2006, 2012), Ciavatta (2006), Frigotto (2007), Pacheco, Pereira and Sobrinho (2010) and Ciavatta and Ramos (2012). Kuenzer (2006) believes that the VE model being practiced in Brazil since the 1980’s, is not
efficient in terms of placing the students at high level positions in corporations, mostly inaccessible for those socially disadvantaged in society. For the scholar (ibid), Brazilian VE is effective only in terms of placing students at low-profile jobs; it affects students’ permanence in the labour market with little concern for professional growth (Kuenzer, 2003, 2006). Notably, EE is emerging in Brazilian curriculum, demanded by society, the workplace and encouraged by governmental educational policies, in particular, by Brazilian Law of Guidelines and Bases – LDB (Brazil, 2014). The first experiences date from the 1930’s with the creation of further education in institutions, namely SENAI, SENAC and SESC. Despite best efforts this ‘new’ model is clearly insufficient at meeting modern demands in the Brazilian economy and to Drewinski (2009), under the ideological point of view, EE presents two perspectives in terms of its possible developments. The first is based on the belief that this type of training can: ensure students’ entry in the formal labour market by means of the first job; increase students’ prospect of getting a steady job (leaving the informal economy); and foster personal, technical, and entrepreneurial development. The second perspective considers that the EE can contribute to: the creation of the new business; filling the gaps of the market; redirecting students who are not satisfied with the traditional model of education with regards to the construction of knowledge, abilities and skills that are necessary to a successful entrepreneurial performance, which is precisely the full conception entrepreneurship. In summary, provision and policy of EE in VE is underdeveloped, and requires investigation into pedagogical practices, EE provision and accessibility defined by context. The following section explains IPA principles, our interpretative processes and tests for rigor applied in this study.

**Methodology**

This IPA study examines Brazilian and Scottish policy and provision in entrepreneurial education, employing an interpretative qualitative research methodology with in-depth one-on-one interviews. Sampling was purposive, existing academic networks in both countries were contacted to identify key persons from VE and national entrepreneurial ecosystems. Composed of 12 stakeholders, the sample included institution managers and professors of entrepreneurship from two educational institutions in Brazil (6), and two in Scotland (6). In Brazil, the chosen institutions are government-ruled and offer vocational education courses in the state of Paraná, where the research group is based. The two selected institutions in Scotland were identified by local entrepreneurial support bodies; Scottish Institute for Enterprise SIE and the Young Enterprise Scotland. All twelve interviewees met the following criteria for inclusion including
different role profiles that would capture different experiences: (a) relevance of the position held in the institution, (b) knowledge of EE practices, (c) availability and willingness to participate; Figure 1 details interviewee profile.

**Figure 1:** Profile of the interviewees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Investigated institutions</th>
<th>Interviewee</th>
<th>Role played</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Scottish institution 1</strong></td>
<td>Manager (SM1)</td>
<td>Coordinator of the courses of fashion and designing – responsible for the business incubator programme.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>External consultant (supporting institution) (SEC)</td>
<td>External consultant responsible for supporting EE in all Glaswegian colleges. Expert in the field of audio-visual productions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Professor (SP1)</td>
<td>Entrepreneur in the field of audio-visual productions and lecturer of the investigated institution 1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Scottish institution 2</strong></td>
<td>Manager (SM2)</td>
<td>Coordinator of the department of creative industries in the biggest institution of VE in Scotland. Had previous experiences in radio and television working as a reporter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Executive (supporting institution) (SE2)</td>
<td>Executive from the Scottish Institute for Enterprise. An institution focused on the provision of input and basic materials to the teaching of EE in colleges, universities and for young entrepreneurs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Professor (SP2)</td>
<td>Coordinator of Bridge to Business – a programme addressed to providing the colleges with support regarding business planning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Brazilian institution 1</strong></td>
<td>Manager (BM1)</td>
<td>Director of the biggest university campus in the Brazilian state of Paraná.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Manager (BM2)</td>
<td>Director of teaching and learning from the university campus of Curitiba ( Paraná). Lecturer of Entrepreneurship.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Professor (BP1)</td>
<td>Lecturer of Entrepreneurship. Works with secondary education and higher vocational education.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Professor (BP2)</td>
<td>Lecturer of Enterprise and Management. Works with technical secondary and higher education. Expert on technical distance education.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Brazilian institution 2</strong></td>
<td>Manager (MB3)</td>
<td>Former director of Community and Business Relations. Responsible for the intellectual property and for developing strategies to the provision of EE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Professor (BP3)</td>
<td>Lecturer of Entrepreneurship and Management in technical secondary and higher education</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Prepared by the authors (2020).

Study design was based on the interpretative paradigm (Burrell and Morgan, 1979), and principles of phenomenology for data collection and analysis (Leitch, Hill and Harrison, 2010). In order to collect the empirical data relevant to this study, a semi-structured script was developed and questions clustered around literature based on EE phenomena and VE Context.
Regarding the procedures, one-on-one interviews were conducted in person in Brazil and Scotland. All interviews were audio-recorded and subsequently transcribed verbatim. IPA is detailed examination of the experiences of a given person. It offers insights into how a given person, in a given context, makes sense of a given phenomenon. It has ontological and philosophical origins in phenomenology, hermeneutics and ideography (Smith, 2011). Rigor can be tested by applying Yardley’s framework which involves attention to four broad principles: ‘sensitivity to context; commitment and rigour; transparency and coherence; and impact and importance’ (Yardley, 2008).

IPA procedures involved, reading and rereading the transcripts with notes from managers and teachers’ interviews. Topics emerged as we looked for ways to connect divergent and convergent interpretations of interviewee experiences and searching for contextual patterns between Brazil and Scotland framed the finding (Smith, Flowers and Larkin, 2009). Even though phenomenon was experienced by the interviewee not the interviewer, the interpretation of both, affects the research (double hermeneutics). IPA studies are concerned with the balance of convergence and divergence between cases, as well as indicating points on the paths where interpretation of investigator and investigated subject intersect (Smith, 2011). The following section presents findings and discussion of phenomena acknowledging the need for rigor through sensitivity to context, transparency of data, coherence of analysis and impact (Yardley, 2008).

### Findings and Discussion

Scotland demonstrates having more experience formulating public policies for provision of EE, setting up educational goals, creating support agencies and monitoring the outcomes VE. Through interviews with Scottish stakeholders, it was possible to capture the vision that prevails in Scotland; that students should not only be trained for entering the labour market, but also encouraged to continue their studies. On course completion, students are expected to have gained skills to succeed in the labour market and become financially independent.

One of the Scottish interviewees highlighted that the regulatory institution SQA (Scottish Qualification Authority) makes the program (curriculum) inflexible and runs random tests to verify whether the contents are being properly delivered by the teachers and institutions. ‘The
program is strongly influenced by the content of this document, and there is an examination that is performed to make sure that the contents are being taught” (Scottish Manager – SM1). Therefore, it is possible to understand that institutions need to apply the standards set by the SQA. Hence the importance of policy driving forward the enterprise agenda in order that it powerfully influences standards, accessibility and provision of entrepreneurship education and projected employment outcomes for those with skills and knowledge. Currently in Brazil, although policy suggests models for the application of EE exist, there are very few instruments and guidelines for its application. The ‘age’ of the institutions (the number of years they have) and their ideological position will have a great impact on the development of educational initiatives. Another aspect that affects the way EE is delivered is the degree of enthusiasm of teachers. Their degree of expertise, position in the institution, position in relation to other actors and their discourse are elements that constitute their legitimacy (Foliard, Le Pontois, Fayolle and Diermann, 2020).

According interviewee experiences, the ideological position of the Brazilian institutions in what concerns training, autonomy, and human emancipation (Pacheco, Pereira and Sobrinho, 2010) suggest a distance exists between, what is taught (the transmitted knowledge), and the needs of the market. Therefore, together with preparing students for the labour market, emancipation and people’s independence, Brazilian managers believe VE should tackle social relationships that sit behind the phenomena (Ciavatta, 2006). Suggestions of human training and entrepreneurship present in one interview: “The student enters into the labour market, but that he/she has other options rather than only being inside a company. They need to be trained with the skills to perform their work also outside a company; opening their own business for instance” (Brazilian Manager – BM1).

The macro-organizational level, which comprises of political influences, has impact on Scottish institutions. In turn, the social context and infrastructure both influence and are influenced by the labour market. In Brazil, on the other hand, labour market needs provide institutions with general guidelines. In both contexts, political force influences and determines not only the social infrastructure but also the labour market. The influence of the government and other organisations in VE in Scotland is very well planned because it has to meet standards imposed by the financing body (Scottish Funding Council). In the Brazilian context, even though the financing agency is a government body (Secretary of Technological Education - SETEC-MEC), institutions have a greater autonomy in what concerns the planning and management of the VE
program, the development of courses, and the adoption of methods and teaching practices. One of the Brazilian interviewees commented, the Brazilian government should have a stronger influence and control over the institutions to ensure that results expected from the provision of EE are being achieved. His criticism about the government is based on the fact that it “does not take into account the percentage of employability of the graduates” (Brazilian Manager – BM3).

In terms of the institutional dimension, EE projects focused on employer and employee demand, are more strongly driven by Scottish government than Brazilian government and notably, the pressures on internal policies are: political influence, social infrastructure and the labour market. Educational managers from support agencies lack familiarity with entrepreneurial teaching practices and innovative methods in the Scottish institutions, the educational managers’ responsibility is supplying more practice-based methods, Scottish Manager 2, “what changes is the way in which contents are delivered, the students’ expectations, enthusiasm, but essentially it is the same thing.” Brazilian managers show more awareness and engagement with the activities and innovative practices of entrepreneurial teaching. BM1 reports that the inclusion of EE in the courses targets the development of entrepreneurial and personal skills, which can be categorised as transferable skills (Smith and Paton, 2014). The interviewee also points out that [...] students begin to see entrepreneurship not only as the act of setting up a business, but also as an activity that is present in almost everything, such as in intrapreneurship or social entrepreneurship [...] [activities] where they should know how to manage and have innovative ideas (Brazilian Manager - BM1).

In Scottish institutions, teacher training is a daily practice. Training, frequently available, is aimed at pedagogical support staff and teachers, although participation is not compulsory. Scottish Manager highlights that [...] these courses are very common in the institutions, but teachers are not very committed to their attendance. [...] the funding bodies should keep track of these activities to ensure the participation of teachers and staff (Scottish Manager - SM1). Alternatives for training needs were presented by participant SP2, who reported that the institution provides support to teachers (Scottish Institute for Enterprise and Young Enterprise Scotland); “we make teachers come to us and ask them what they need, and how can we develop specific projects” (Scottish Professor 2). In contrast, the Brazilian institutions, show differences regarding EE teacher training. Interviewees from institution 1 stated that teachers are responsible for their EE training, while interviewees from institution 2 said the institution promotes “some training meetings and workshops, to make people go there, not only
entrepreneurship teachers, but all the professional education staff” (Scottish Manager - SM2). However, it was observed that the generation of teachers working in Vocational Education graduated in the 1980s or 1990s, which means that, many of them, are not up-to-date with advances in new technologies: “there is a need for awareness (...) workshops, courses, and lectures aimed at encouraging participation in entrepreneurship events” (Brazilian Manager - BM1).

Methodological deficiencies were frequently mentioned in interviews. SM2 warned us about ‘glamorization’ of the entrepreneur's activity, meaning that some students do not want to start their careers in bottom position in companies, i.e. doing the hard work. The curriculum inflexibility identified in Scottish education is perceived as an obstacle to creativity: “teachers need to stick to the activities pre-established in the curricula, which prevents them from having more time and opportunity to develop creative activities with their students” (Scottish Manager - SM1). In Brazil, structural and methodological deficiencies are compensated by the individual action of instructors and managers who are passionate about EE, even when training for entrepreneurship teaching is considered deficient (Stadler and Smith, 2017). It is these deficiencies that affect accessibility to high quality provision throughout Brazil with non-standard delivery of essential entrepreneurial skills and knowledge (Kuenzer, 2006; 2012). The main methodological deficiencies reported in the interviews were: insufficient articulation between work and school, poor infrastructure (e.g. lack of facilities and equipment), lack of practical activities, lack of appropriate speech to inspire students (motivational speech), lack of partnerships with external institutions (mainly observed in Brazil); lack of teachers committed to teaching of entrepreneurship.

Reflection as a teaching practice was not found in the investigated Scottish institutions, given that VE is characterised by teaching of practical skills and know-how abilities. According to Brazilian Professor - BP3 “[in Scotland] reflective topics are approached in higher education and undergraduate university courses”. In Brazil, it is up to teachers to decide whether to include reflective activities in their classroom or not. To BP1, "the teaching method must be reflective and differentiated" and adds that his/her "goal has been to foster reflection opportunities in the classroom and encourage students' participation" (BP1).

Scottish interviewees reported that their programme of education is designed in accordance with stakeholders’ demands. Scottish manager - SM2 mentioned the difficulty of inserting entrepreneurial content in professional courses; and, in a critical tone, referred to this type of
content as a fad: [...] but it is hard to talk about entrepreneurship in the middle of a discipline of physics or chemistry, and this is very bad. Why put in the curriculum what I cannot achieve academically? This is a fad and does not apply to all fields. (SM2).

In Brazil, the smallest influence of external organisations (low participation of SEBRAE in the VE institutions) and the strong economic impacts on targeting the labour market in teaching practices, shape the offer and provision of EE (Xavier-Oliveira, Laplume and Pathak, 2015; Behling and Lenzi, 2019). As opposed to the education institutions that seek in the social and market needs elements for the development and opening of courses, Brazilian institution 1 is not open to dialogue with other institutions or the society. BM1 revealed "it is the teachers’ own expertise that determines the development and opening of courses, rather than the needs of the society or the institution itself" (Brazilian Manager – BM1). The relationship among the dimensions of the institutional level in the investigated institutions is demonstrated in Figure 2.

**Figure 2** — Themes that shape the practice of entrepreneurial teaching in Scotland and Brazil

![Diagram showing relationships between themes]

* Dashed lines indicate low relationship between categories
Source: Prepared by the authors (2020).

Figure 2 summarises the analysis and demonstrates how themes, according to the interviewees, relate to one another. The dashed line between Brazil and teacher training, draws the attention to a subject deficiency in EE, and the weak relationship between innovative methods and Brazilian educational institutions. There is no relationship between methodological deficiencies
and reflection practices in Scotland; themes that did not appear in the interviews or were not relevant to the analysis.

Pedagogical and entrepreneurial learning featured a notable emerging theme ‘school support for the entrepreneurial student’. Curricular inflexibility and predictability in relation to results were high, and one could even say that students are approached in a ‘patronised’ manner by the teachers and institutional support (Castilo-Vergara and Alvarez-Marín, 2016). To SP2, the learning processes "are more linked to the ways in which students feel some content". Interviewees experiences from Scottish institution 1 reinforced the idea that the learning process takes place ‘through’ development of business plans and fairs, where there are presentations of practical work developed by the students themselves (Kempster and Cope, 2010). The process of learning ‘through’ practice and in the work environment is addressed by Rae (2004) and identified by one of the interviewees. SP2, who besides being an entrepreneur is a teacher, corroborated the idea of practical learning proposed by Pittaway and Thorpe (2012) by stating: “I have my own company, so I can hire some of my students to make content research and edit audio and video materials” (Scottish Professor - SP2). One of the Brazilian interviewees stressed that the learning process should match the profile and needs of students. To him/her, it is necessary to “adapt the content to student's profile and consider teaching through practice, especially given that nowadays our students can easily have access to all sources of theoretical content” (BP2). The concern with the learning process is very useful in the design of teaching methods, as BM3 points out [...] When we see that students need to have certain knowledge, for instance leadership and management, to have a good performance in the compulsory internship in the end of the course, we change the curriculum to address the issue. (Brazilian Manager - BM3)

Brazilian institution 2 has over one hundred years of existence in education, developing entrepreneurship programmes since 1997. The conceptual and technical ‘maturity’ of the institution became evident in the interviewee experiences. BP2 reported his/her experience in teaching of entrepreneurship in distance education, where teaching methods are inflexible and predictable, and classes follow a predetermined script: I think it is possible to do in person what is done in distance learning, and it would be very important. I hear people talking about interdisciplinary, for example, but I do not see it happening in practice (BP2).
The analysis of the interviewee experiences suggests that teaching entrepreneurship as a compulsory activity leads to more effective results, SM2 mentioned that “the assessment of learning is given through the assessment of the institution, provided by the external bodies and funding agencies”. Interviewees from the Brazilian institutions expressed that it is up to the teachers to decide whether to assess the learning or not. Likewise, the quality and complexity of assessment method employed is determined by teachers’ academic and pedagogical training. According to SP1: [...] with the current assessment practices of our current education system, I do not see how they can evaluate, either because they are sometimes unfair, or because they are unable to represent the knowledge of the evaluated (Scottish Professor - SP1).

Through interpretative processes of interview experiences, it was possible to infer the assessment of learning is enhanced in Brazil, the experience of the idealistic Brazilian educator makes it possible to put into practice what is innovative, in this case, the assessment of learning. Lima et al., (2015) emphasize that improvement of the EE offer will occur through the use of methods with an emphasis on practice and direct contact between students and entrepreneurs. The schools’ support for the entrepreneur student was an emerging theme, evident in narratives of the Brazilian and Scottish experiences. The recurrence of this theme attracted researchers’ attention to the role that teachers play as supporters, who encourage students with entrepreneurial intent. In Scotland, it was possible to notice that educational institutions have a developed environment in terms of student support; evidenced by the existence of incubators, internship programs and pedagogical resources for teaching entrepreneurship. To SM1 “the educational institution brings an extra help for those who already have market experience”. Likewise, those part-time teachers who were/are entrepreneurs are inspiration for their students (Stadler and Smith, 2017).

In the Brazilian context, institution 1 is deficient in its projects and actions focused on teaching entrepreneurship, the theme is nothing more than institutional rhetoric, without the depth of the theme and without expressive projects in the area, as stated by BM1: [...] the role of the institution is to train students, make teachers aware of the importance [of training students], create spaces to support the entrepreneurial student. This student who wants to be an entrepreneur and seeks partnerships with the private sector and with the social organizations that support entrepreneurship (BG1). Nonetheless, interviewees from the Brazilian institution 2 reported experiences from two major projects (incubator and a technological business hotel) that work as spaces to support entrepreneurship. To BM3, the collaborative environment is only
effective if the teacher is involved and “participates in events and is interested to learn about new technologies”. This interviewee was celebrating the grant of four patents for products developed in his/her discipline: “many students came to thank me for granted patents! I want to make a difference in their lives” (Brazilian Professor - BP3).

The experiences of interviewees are collated in the following interpretation of convergent and divergent phenomenological relationships, Figure 3.

**Figure 3** - Relations between VE and EE for educational institutions

* dashed lines indicate low relationship between categories.
Source: Prepared by the authors (2020).

The governmental bodies, funders of the education systems, in both cases have an impact on all categories, except in entrepreneurial learning in Brazil; Scottish Government finances the entities that give pedagogical support to entrepreneurship teaching in colleges. In contrast, the only EE category that impacts VE is the macro-organizational dimension, which is capable of influencing both the profile of graduates and program (Deitos and Lara, 2016). It is possible to conclude, that Scotland, being a developed country, and with EE educational policies implemented for a long time, can inform advances to EE in VE in Brazil. This study did not seek to make comparisons between these nations, but to understand the experience and successful practices of one country and how that knowledge might in turn create more opportunities for individuals to gain higher level posts in Brazilian organisations. Our final
Final Remarks

We set out to examine accessibility of EE provision in VE and how it might be advanced in Brazil. According to Bendickson (2011, p 538-539), ‘better understanding and subsequently improving conditions for entrepreneurs should be the foundation for nearly all of our research [...] topics and phenomena that truly assist entrepreneurs in their endeavors”. We discovered that for Brazilians to experience entrepreneurship education, provision is based solely on passion and interests of educators and not driven by policy. There are indeed fewer opportunities for individuals to gain higher level posts in Brazilian organisations because they have underdeveloped enterprise skills. Moreover, fragmented provision of EE, offers less support to those individuals with entrepreneurial aspiration, these findings contribute to the overall position that provision of Entrepreneurship Education in VE in Brazil can be enhanced with greater access to teaching and learning opportunities and with clear policy statements on implementation. Results suggest the current model in Brazil is too narrowly focused on skills development, generally in low-profile and predictable jobs. Evidently, EE in Brazil is much more concerned with the needs of the formal labour market than supporting student aspirations, which ultimately hinders the formation of new entrepreneurs and high achievers. IPA, the method of data analysis, made it possible to highlight and understand convergences and divergences between two educational models, and is noted that Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis is relatively unexplored in Brazilian studies, especially in the business management field adding further contribution to literature.

Based on our examination, it can be concluded that Brazil has scope to improve political, institutional and inter-organizational structure, as well as increase interaction between institutions, community and external bodies capable of fostering EE in VE. For Brazil to develop next generation talent and offer programmes that support employability, then EE requires attention from policy makers and a national EE strategy, developing an entrepreneurial ecosystems of institutions and partners (Stam 2015). This examination exposes the idea that EE is integral an development of the VE labour market and underpin enhanced opportunities that improve accessibility of higher paid posts for VE graduates in Brazilian organisations. For many countries, rethinking how students and workers prepare for the job market means
redefining an inclusive and accessible society for citizens. Therefore, it is possible to view entrepreneurial education in VE as an opportunity for increasing economic development, improving wealth generation, and sustaining social development through the companies and businesses created by the entrepreneurs (Schumpeter, 1982; Flory, Andreassi and Teixeira, 2013; Rideout and Gray, 2013; Santos, Silva and Lopes, 2016).

Contributions from the Scottish experience bring useful recommendations for Brazilian entrepreneurial education, such as greater support from external institutions in education, both in terms of pedagogical support, production of didactic materials, training of teachers, as well as structural investment for schools. Better informed educational policies could also clearly define the entrepreneurial skills Brazil’s future workforce needs, at primary, secondary and higher education levels. Finally advances are possible through improved entrepreneurial ecosystems.

Future research might address EE in Brazil using different research methods; qualitative and quantitative. Further studies between teachers and students in VE, designed to evaluate the efficacy of methods and strategies of teaching and provision of learning environments for new entrepreneurs, in formal education and for lifelong learning. Finally, understand EE in different technological areas (Kakouris and Liargovas, 2020), and in countries with distinct socio-economic profiles, however the central argument is the importance of government policy, irrespective of context, which prepares students for entrepreneurial leadership roles as well as supporting creation and management of new ventures.
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